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And Zeus of the Thunderbolt. Zeus, Greek god of the sky was also the supreme ruler of Mount Olympus and
all the other Greek gods and goddesses of the Olympian pantheon. Not an easy job for they were quite an
unruly bunch! When the Olympians won the war against the ruling Titans, Zeus and his siblings wrested the
throne from his father Cronos Kronos and the Olympic age began. Zeus, Greek God of the Sky: As ruler of the
sky, the Greek god Zeus was responsible for bringing or not, if he so chose rain, drought, and thunderstorms.
No one dared challenge the authority of the mighty Zeus since he was prone to release his fearsome
thunderbolts to express his displeasure. The birth of Zeus was to be a fateful event. Sixth child of the ruling
Titan god Cronos and the goddess Rhea, Zeus was the first to escape the fate of being swallowed by his father.
Cronus, made fearful by a prophecy that one of his children would overthrow him, had eaten each of his
children shortly after their births to prevent this from happening. Rhea, understandably, was not happy about
this, and after the birth of Zeus, tricked Zeus into swallowing a rock that she had wrapped in a blanket, leading
him to believe it was his newborn son. With the help of Gaia the great Titan goddess we call Mother Earth,
Rhea placed the care of her infant Zeus in the hands of the ash nymphs who hid him in their cave. Sometimes
they hid him in the boughs of an ash tree where he could not be found on earth, in the sea or in the sky. The
nymphs were helped by the divine goat Amalthei who allowed Zeus to nurse on her milk. Cronus had no
reason to suspect that his new cup-bearer was actually his son. Understandably outraged at having been
imprisoned all these years, the siblings decided to wrest the throne away from Cronus. The wise Zeus realized
that they would need both weaponry and powerful allies to accomplish this feat so, with his brothers; he freed
the Cyclopes one-eyed giants from their imprisonment in Tartarus the unpleasant part of the Underworld that
we would describe as Hell. Grateful for their release and willing to help battle Cronus, the Cyclopes presented
the brothers with gifts to show their appreciation. To Zeus they gave his thunderbolts, to Poseidon his trident,
and to Hades a helmet that, when worn, made the wearer invisible. Now well armored, the siblings began the
battle against their father and his troops. The war was long and bloody, but eventually won when the invisible
Hades crept up behind Cronus, Poseidon immobilized him with his trident, and Zeus knocked him
unconscious with his thunderbolts. The reign of the Olympians had just begun! Later he managed to escape,
changed his name to Saturn, and made his way to Italy where he lived quietly among the mortals. Meanwhile
the three brothers drew lots to divide up their new kingdom. Zeus drew the heavens which made him the
supreme ruler , Poseidon got the sea, and Hades won the Underworld. Unfortunately Zeus let his newly
acquired power go to his head. Consequently his first few years of rule were marred by his tendency to abuse
his powers. He built an enormous palace that sat far above the clouds on the top of Mount Olympus and,
ensconced there, used his thunderbolts rather liberally, hurling them at anyone who had the misfortune to
displease him. Zeus decided he needed a queen and picked Metis, the goddess who had helped him trick
Cronos into disgorging his brothers and sisters. Metis declined and changed forms to hide herself from the
persistent Zeus. When Metis became pregnant, the great goddess Gaia, irritated with his high-handed ways
issued a prophecy that any son of Zeus and Metis would grow to eventually usurp the throne of his father. He
need not have bothered for Metis was carrying a daughter, not a son. As the unborn daughter grew for years
inside his head, Zeus developed the headache to end all headaches! When he did, out stepped Athena,
full-grown daughter of Zeus who was fully-clothed and ready to assume her divine responsibilities as the
goddess of war. Now with Metis out of the way, Zeus went on to have several other consorts and children by
them before actually marrying. Eventually Zeus decided that it was time for him to marry, and he picked the
goddess Hera. Everyone was jubilant for Hera was greatly loved, and they thought that she would manage to
settle Zeus down a bit. Their marriage got off to a good start, with the honeymoon lasting over years! He was
soon to resume his philandering ways, pursuing and capturing goddesses, nymphs, and mortals when they
caught his wandering eye. Many of the myths of Zeus involve these seductions, with Zeus changing into
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various forms to seduce his unwilling prey, turning himself into a swan to rape Ledo, a golden rain to
impregnate Danae. And it is no wonder that they were all unwilling, for the jealous Hera, unable to vent her
rage on her powerful husband, turned her ire on the women he had seduced and their children. To his credit,
Zeus was always a wonderful father, empowering all his children. Zeus could be quite vengeful himself,
especially in response to any affront to his power. Take his punishment of Prometheus, for example â€” he had
the poor Prometheus chained to a rock for eternity and sent his eagle daily to pick out and feast on pieces of
his liver, punishment for stealing some fire from Mount Olympus to give to the mortals. Many years later the
hero Heracles Hercules would kill the eagle and free the suffering Prometheus. A conspiracy was organized by
Poseidon resentful of having gotten less power than Zeus and went so far that the conspirators had disarmed
and trapped Zeus. But while the brothers and sisters argued among themselves about how their new power
would be divided, Zeus escaped and the plot was foiled. But apparently Zeus had gotten the message that it
was time to grow up, and so he resolved to do better. Well, maybe not totally, for the amorous escapades
continued. Superbly rational, Zeus became an outstanding administrator and a respected leader. He set high
standards and was a very strict disciplinarian, even-handedly meting out punishments to those who broke the
rules and settling all their disputes with great wisdom and impartiality. He even let the conspirators off lightly,
banishing the ringleaders, the bright Apollo and his brother Poseidon, to earth to work as manual laborers, but
only for one year. Athena, in addition to her responsibilities as the goddess of war, was made the goddess of
wisdom and given the responsibility of serving as a judge. Zeus had two other special attendants. Nike
Winged Victory and a cup-bearer named Hebe. Captivated by the youth, Zeus turned himself into an eagle and
swept down from the sky to capture the boy. Returning with him to Mount Olympus, he installed him as his
personal cup-bearer, a position of great trust. Zeus had reserved the greatest punishment for his wife Hera and
had her strung from the stars with silver thread, heavy anvils tied to her ankles as punishment for her part in
the conspiracy to unseat him. Painful as it was, Hera moaned and groaned night and day. It should be noted
that, in spite of all his infidelities and her repeatedly taking her revenge out on his lovers, the two really loved
each other. They lived happily ever after, of course. The great Titan goddess Gaia, furious that the Olympians
had imprisoned her children the Titans, once decided to take Zeus to task for it. She sent an army of giants
who could not be killed by a god, only by a mortal to lay siege to Mount Olympus. She created a gigantic
monster by the name of Typhoon who had a human shape but, instead of legs had thousands of snakes
measuring a hundred miles long when uncoiled. When the monster reared his ugly head over the walls of
Mount Olympus, the gods and goddesses shivered in fear. Then changing themselves into various animals to
escape unnoticed and ran away to escape. All but one did, that is. The earth shook for days from their mighty
blows. Finally the beast turned to pick up a tall mountain to hurl at Zeus, and just when he was distracted Zeus
unleashed a hundred perfectly aimed thunderbolts at the monster, blasting the mountain to bits and burying the
Typhon beneath it. As powerful as he was, there were two powers that Zeus could not have â€” the power over
the Fates and destiny, for they alone could determine the paths that gods and mortals would have to take.
Ambitious, intelligent, persistent, and always keenly focused on his goals, the mighty Zeus looms large in the
myths of the Greek gods. Whether defending the peace and political order, seducing a goddess or nymph,
punishing an errant son, or doting on one of his many daughters, the Greek god Zeus was always up to
something interesting.
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Olympus, able to rule from the heights of that distant mountain. He and his brothers, Poseidon and Hades,
drew lots to divide the world into three parts. Zeus took the sky to rule, Poseidon received the sea, and Hades
got the underworld. The Earth and Mt. Olympus were supposed to be under the jurisdiction of all three
brothers, but Zeus dominated from his lofty position in the sky and ruled everything. He was the God of
lightning, symbolized by the thunderbolt, which he loved to hurl. Zeus could also make it rain, providing
water for crops, depending on his moods. Plant life either flourished or died, depending on how Zeus used his
powers. A person with Zeus characteristics exudes control, reason, will, and the ability to take decisive
actions. He had five older siblings, three sisters and two brothers, whom were swallowed by Cronus because
he feared his children would grow to be more powerful than he. Rhea finally tricked Cronus when she gave
birth to Zeus, and fed Cronus a stone wrapped in swaddling clothes, hiding Zeus in a cave. Zeus met wise
Metis when he was older, and she helped Zeus give Cronus an emetic, causing him to vomit up his children,
and the stone. Zeus freed his brothers, Poseidon and Hades, then he and others helped overthrow Cronus and
the Titans, who ruled from Mount Olympus after a ten year battle. Zeus then became a good military strategist
and successful alliance maker. Zeus was a philanderer, and had a long series of affairs with women deities,
nymphs, and mortals, through which he fathered divine qualities, most of the second generation of the
Olympians. Zeus had seven official consorts, ending with Hera. Most of these were older Goddesses, who
were worshiped before Zeus came into power, so their divinities were secondary to his. Zeus became
determined to seduce her. He turned himself into a shivering, helpless bird, whom Hera took pity on, so she
held the bird close to warm it. Immediately, Zeus shed his disguise, and tried to seduce her, but Hera prevailed
and insisted that he marry her. This marriage resulted in a honeymoon period that lasted three hundred years,
but then Zeus returned to his cheating and promiscuous ways, causing Hera much humiliation and jealousy.
Zeus fathered numerous children, but he was the first of the Greek Gods to be capable of being generous,
protective and trusting towards his sons and daughters. He gave his daughter Artemis whatever she needed to
be Goddess of the Hunt, bows and arrows, hounds, whatever companions she needed. He gave Athena
symbols of his power, and settled a dispute between Apollo and Hermes when Hermes stole cows from his
elder half-brother, and they once again became friends But Zeus did have a dark side as a parent as well. He
allowed Hades to abduct and rape Persephone, and did not react to her cries for help. He threw Hephaestus
from the top of Mt. Olympus when the boy sided with his mother in a fight, causing him to have a clubfoot.
He plays favorites, and cares more for the competitive children who most resemble him. This archetype
normally wants to get married and have children so his kingdom will be handed down to another generation.
He views his children as extensions of himself, and expects his wife to handle all the childcare and household
activities, while he remains involved as little as possible. His family is only part of his ideal though, he does
not wish to work for someone else, and will start his own business. This archetype can be expressed when a
man is born into a family of wealth and power, such as the Kennedys or both Presidents Bush in the U. The
Zeus type wants to keep extending the boundaries of his kingdom, to keep growing his economic power, real
estate, and prestige. A "Zeus" is always looking for what he wants or needs to acquire. He goes after it
single-mindedly until it is his. But if what he wants does move out of his grasp, he can think fast and change
directions. Zeus can quickly cut his losses and move on. A successful Zeus works cooperatively with other
powerful people. He is in his element when at important meetings, determining boundaries, and making
agreements. His word is his bond, and he expects others to look out for their own interests as he does. In our
times, Zeus alliances are made with bankers and builders, communications and computer experts, bureaucrats
and donors. The titles are different, but the game is the same. He is a baby who shows a strong will right from
the beginning. He needs to be taught fairness and justice at home and school. As he gets older, he will be
outgoing while playing with other kids, becoming the leader of the group. He is unhappy playing alone and is
not dreamy or introverted. He needs a strong willed mother, not someone who gives in to his every whim. If
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the child is treated badly, he will learn to identify with aggressors. Then he will tease children he perceives as
weaker than him in school and at play. A Zeus son of an emotionally distant father will admire Dad if he helps
him get ahead in the world as he gets older. As an adolescent, he may have issues with authority figures. But
he can bide his time and cooperate, as he has good strategy skills and will not engage in power struggles he
cannot win. A Zeus is a natural leader in high school, usually dating popular girls and becoming sexually
active at a young age. He is a pragmatist, he understands the world, and can assess how he fits into a situation.
He is bright, but not overly intellectual or introspective, making him an emotionally shallow person. Zeus is a
hard worker or alpha male, even from the time he has his first part time job. He does not take other people all
that seriously. He is realistic, confident, and does not take things personally. As his position in a company
rises, he can easily fire people and give orders that are unreasonable and insist they be accomplished. People
should never let themselves think they matter personally to a Zeus, because they do not. Everyone is
expendable, and he expects others to feel the same way about him. He appears ruthless, but realizes it is bad
form to make enemies, so this is where his ability to negotiate and come to agreements is handy. Zeus thinks
vulnerability or a show of emotions is stupid and weak. He has made it to the top if he is welcome in the
company of other men who have reached this pinnacle of success. Here he is surrounded with other men who
devoted all their energies to acquiring power, but have remained immature or undeveloped psychologically.
Zeus the philanderer was always getting women pregnant and fathering numerous offspring. He may view her
as another acquisition, want her sexually, or all of the above. But Zeus is not really a good lover! To be one,
other archetypes would have to be present in him. She learned that all people have several archetypes in their
personalities. Zeus is emotionally distant, does not have an earthy nature he is the Sky God , he does not feel
he has to try to please a woman, and a distant person is not passionate. He is sexually aggressive, and can act
seductive, but can also bury his sex drive in his work for long periods of time. His wife, Rhea, finally
disguised the babies as stones so they would live A Zeus Family Must Look Successful Since Zeus is so
concerned with achieving power, other facets of his personality often become stunted. He has little capacity
for intimacy, so cannot express himself well even with those whom he cares about most. His choice of
partners reflects this lack, and as he grows older, his partners may get younger and younger, a classic example
of an aging man who carries on with a series of young, compliant girls. A Zeus usually marries up or at least
to an equal. This happens often in real life, when an ambitious man marries a woman from a wealthy family
and gets status and wealth from this relationship. The choice of a wife who will aid his climb up the social
ladder may be a calculated one, or an unconscious one. Most Zeus men do marry during the phase of life when
they are establishing themselves, if he is young and needs her help to shape his life, this match is crucial. If the
Zeus archetype is not the strongest in him, he may marry a woman he actually loves. She would normally be
an unsuitable wife for a Zeus, but will keep him in touch with his emotions and spirituality, unfamiliar terrain
for him. But however a wife influences him, his power in the marriage will dominate her and they will have a
traditional patriarchal marriage revolving around his needs. If he cheats on her, and she is a Hera type, she
may end up as a jealous and insecure woman. If he does love her, and cares about the pain he is causing her,
he may grow emotionally as a result. But most Zeus men have no time for their wives once the courtship and
honeymoon are over. He will say all he does is for her and the family. A Zeus father wants to found a dynasty
as part of his personal vision. He may help his children to get ahead in the world. He is emotionally distant
and unavailable to them as well. But he still has the authority in the family. Zeus fathers try to mold their
children into what they want them to be. It is true these offspring can have great abilities from the education
and opportunities and connections he can provide. But his perceptions of his children often are not accurate,
and his values and prejudices carry a lot of weight to them. They may really want his approval, but it is very
likely they will never receive it. Midlife is when successful Zeus men know they have arrived at the top. This
only means that he reaches a personally set, meaningful goal and finds that it satisfies him. Now maybe he can
relax and enjoy his life more. This can also be a time of emotional difficulties, because now he has to face
neglected parts of himself or his relationships. His adolescent children may be getting into trouble, his wife
may divorce him, he may have serious health issues because all he did was work to get ahead.
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Zeus was the supreme god of gods and Greeks. He was called Jupiter by the Romans and he received that
name because it was believed he had the same powers as the Roman god Jupiter! His symbols are the eagle,
the oak tree, the royal sceptre and the thunder bolt. Originally he was a god of the skies and high heavens and
back in the day Greeks thought of him as the only god who concerned himself with the entire universe. Greeks
associated Zeus with justice and well being. He received the lightening bolt from the Cyclops who were the
giants that helped Zeus in the war against his father. He uses the lightening bolt for defence along with a
bright golden shield with an eagle engraved in it. Zeus was the son of the great god Cronus and great goddess
Rhea. Cronus feared his children would want to overpower him and take his place at Mt. Cronus swallowed it
believing it was his son. When Zeus reached adulthood he disguised himself and returned and tricked Cronus
into drinking a liquid that forced him to vomit up all of his children, who then all gathered together to fight in
a war against their father Cronus and the rest of the Titans the race that Cronus and Rhea belonged to. Cronus
was overthrown in the war by Zeus, so Zeus then took his place on Mt. Olympus and became judge and chief
ruler of the 12 major gods and goddesses called the Olympians who ruled Mt. It was believed that he settled
disputes fairly but when he became angry he would throw thunder bolts. Olympus he was also in charge of
changing the seasons and making the sun come and go, both of which were very important to the other gods,
goddesses and Greeks. Zeus had two 2 brothers. They were the god Hades who ruled the underworld and the
god Poseidon who ruled the seas. His sisters were goddesses Hesta, Demeter and Hera. ZEUS later married his
sister Hera who then became the queen of goddesses considering the fact that her husband Zeus was king. In
their relationship they had two 2 children who are known as the gods Ares and Hephaestus. Even though being
married to Hera Zeus also had many love affairs with other goddesses and mortal women. From these extra
relationships on the side, his children include the gods Apollo, Dionysus, Hermes, the goddess Artemis, the
heroes Heracles Latin for Hercules and Perseus. He also gave birth to goddess Athena who sprang full grown
from his forehead. According to myths Zeus and goddess Mnemosyne became parents of the Muses the 9
goddesses of the arts and sciences and it is believed that he and goddess Athena were parents of the fates. Zeus
fell in love often, therefore resulting in so many children Zeus cannot even name them all. Zeus was
"anthropomorphic" which comes from two 2 Greek words meaning the shape of man. This meant that Zeus
could transform into any animal or human being that he wished to be and he would then go down on earth, and
fool the mortal women who would then mate with him. Zeus foretold the future through omens and oracles.
As being the guardian of mortality, Zeus enforced moral among men, for Zeus himself was very wise! When
he was older he was constantly fighting wars and helping and protecting the others, along with doing many
other great things though greatly did his job consist of leisurely activities. He is a very special and wise god
who later died, but while he was alive he was greatly respected by most and played a major role in Greek
mythology and the roles of the other gods and goddesses and the Greek people!
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Roles and epithets See also: He fathered many of the heroes and was featured in many of their local cults.
Though the Homeric "cloud collector" was the god of the sky and thunder like his Near-Eastern counterparts,
he was also the supreme cultural artifact; in some senses, he was the embodiment of Greek religious beliefs
and the archetypal Greek deity. Aside from local epithets that simply designated the deity as doing something
random at some particular place, the epithets or titles applied to Zeus emphasized different aspects of his
wide-ranging authority: Zeus Aegiduchos or Aegiochos: Zeus as patron of the marketplace agora and punisher
of dishonest traders. Zeus as keeper of oaths. Exposed liars were made to dedicate a votive statue to Zeus,
often at the sanctuary at Olympia Zeus Olympios: Zeus as the patron of hospitality xenia and guests, avenger
of wrongs done to strangers Additional names and epithets for Zeus are also: Zeus as the averter of ills
Apomyius Zeus as one who dispels flies Astrapios "Lightninger": Zeus as a weather god Bottiaeus:
Worshipped at Antioch [43] Brontios "Thunderer": Zeus as a weather god Diktaios: Zeus as lord of the Dikte
mountain range, worshipped from Mycenaean times on Crete [44] Ithomatas: Panhellenic cults The major
center where all Greeks converged to pay honor to their chief god was Olympia. Their quadrennial festival
featured the famous Games. Outside of the major inter- polis sanctuaries, there were no modes of worshipping
Zeus precisely shared across the Greek world. Most of the titles listed below, for instance, could be found at
any number of Greek temples from Asia Minor to Sicily. Certain modes of ritual were held in common as
well: Zeus Velchanos With one exception, Greeks were unanimous in recognizing the birthplace of Zeus as
Crete. Minoan culture contributed many essentials of ancient Greek religion: The local child of the Great
Mother, "a small and inferior deity who took the roles of son and consort", [47] whose Minoan name the
Greeks Hellenized as Velchanos, was in time assumed as an epithet by Zeus, as transpired at many other sites,
and he came to be venerated in Crete as Zeus Velchanos "boy-Zeus" , often simply the Kouros. In the
Hellenistic period a small sanctuary dedicated to Zeus Velchanos was founded at the Hagia Triada site of a
long-ruined Minoan palace. Broadly contemporary coins from Phaistos show the form under which he was
worshiped: On Crete, Zeus was represented in art as a long-haired youth rather than a mature adult and
hymned as ho megas kouros, "the great youth". The myth of the death of Cretan Zeus, localised in numerous
mountain sites though only mentioned in a comparatively late source, Callimachus , [52] together with the
assertion of Antoninus Liberalis that a fire shone forth annually from the birth-cave the infant shared with a
mythic swarm of bees , suggests that Velchanos had been an annual vegetative spirit. The works of Euhemerus
himself have not survived, but Christian patristic writers took up the suggestion. The epithet Zeus Lykaios
"wolf-Zeus" is assumed by Zeus only in connection with the archaic festival of the Lykaia on the slopes of
Mount Lykaion "Wolf Mountain" , the tallest peak in rustic Arcadia ; Zeus had only a formal connection [54]
with the rituals and myths of this primitive rite of passage with an ancient threat of cannibalism and the
possibility of a werewolf transformation for the ephebes who were the participants. Whoever ate the human
flesh was said to turn into a wolf, and could only regain human form if he did not eat again of human flesh
until the next nine-year cycle had ended. There were games associated with the Lykaia, removed in the fourth
century to the first urbanization of Arcadia, Megalopolis ; there the major temple was dedicated to Zeus
Lykaios. Please help improve this section by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be
challenged and removed. August Learn how and when to remove this template message Although etymology
indicates that Zeus was originally a sky god, many Greek cities honored a local Zeus who lived underground.
Athenians and Sicilians honored Zeus Meilichios "kindly" or "honeyed" while other cities had Zeus Chthonios
"earthy" , Zeus Katachthonios "under-the-earth" and Zeus Plousios "wealth-bringing". These deities might be
represented as snakes or in human form in visual art, or, for emphasis as both together in one image. They also
received offerings of black animal victims sacrificed into sunken pits, as did chthonic deities like Persephone
and Demeter , and also the heroes at their tombs. Olympian gods, by contrast, usually received white victims
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sacrificed upon raised altars. In some cases, cities were not entirely sure whether the daimon to whom they
sacrificed was a hero or an underground Zeus. Thus the shrine at Lebadaea in Boeotia might belong to the
hero Trophonius or to Zeus Trephonius "the nurturing" , depending on whether you believe Pausanias , or
Strabo. Ancient Molossian kings sacrificed to Zeus Areius. Non-panhellenic cults In addition to the
Panhellenic titles and conceptions listed above, local cults maintained their own idiosyncratic ideas about the
king of gods and men. With the epithet Zeus Aetnaeus he was worshiped on Mount Aetna , where there was a
statue of him, and a local festival called the Aetnaea in his honor. Although most oracle sites were usually
dedicated to Apollo , the heroes, or various goddesses like Themis , a few oracular sites were dedicated to
Zeus. The Oracle at Dodona The cult of Zeus at Dodona in Epirus , where there is evidence of religious
activity from the second millennium BC onward, centered on a sacred oak. When the Odyssey was composed
circa BC , divination was done there by barefoot priests called Selloi, who lay on the ground and observed the
rustling of the leaves and branches. Her status as a titaness suggests to some that she may have been a more
powerful pre-Hellenic deity, and perhaps the original occupant of the oracle. Herodotus mentions
consultations with Zeus Ammon in his account of the Persian War. Zeus Ammon was especially favored at
Sparta , where a temple to him existed by the time of the Peloponnesian War. He, along with Dionysus ,
absorbed the role of the chief Phrygian god Sabazios in the syncretic deity known in Rome as Sabazius. When
the people living in Lystra saw the Apostle Paul heal a lame man, they considered Paul and his partner
Barnabas to be gods, identifying Paul with Hermes and Barnabas with Zeus, even trying to offer them
sacrifices with the crowd. Two ancient inscriptions discovered in near Lystra testify to the worship of these
two gods in that city. The deuterocanonical book of 2 Maccabees 6: As God of the sky, lightning, thunder,
law, order, justice, Zeus controlled ancient Greece and all of the mortals and immortals living there. Notable
Scenes that include Zeus [76] [77] Book 2: Zeus sends Agamemnon a dream and is able to partially control his
decisions because of the effects of the dream Book 4: Zeus promises Hera to ultimately destroy the City of
Troy at the end of the war Book 7: Zeus and Poseidon ruin the Achaeans fortress Book 8: Zeus prohibits the
other Gods from fighting each other and has to return to Mount Ida where he can think over his decision that
the Greeks will lose the war Book Zeus is seduced by Hera and becomes distracted while she helps out the
Greeks Book Zeus wakes up and realizes that Poseidon his own brother has been helping out the Greeks,
while also sending Hector and Apollo to help fight the Trojans ensuring that the City of Troy will fall Book
Zeus is emotionally hurt by the fate of Hector Book Zeus lets the other Gods help out their respective sides in
the war Book Zeus demands that Achilles release the corpse of Hector to be buried honourably A statue of
Zeus in a drawing. A bust of Zeus. When Cronus realized that he wanted power for the rest of time he started
to eat his children, Hestia, Demeter, Hera, Hades, and Poseidon. When Rhea realized what was going on, she
quickly saved their youngest child, Zeus. Having escaped, Zeus was spared because of the swiftness of Rhea
tricking Cronus into thinking she consumed Zeus. She wrapped a stone in a blanket, and Cronus swallowed it
thinking he was swallowing his last child. When Zeus was atop Mount Olympus he grew upset with mankind
and the sacrifices they were performing on one another. Furiously, he decided it would be smart to wipe out
mankind with a gigantic flood using the help of his brother Poseidon , King of the Seas. Killing every human
except Deucalion and Pyrrha , Zeus flooded the entire planet but then realized he then had to restore society
with new people. After clearing all the water, he had Deucalion and Pyrrah create humans to repopulate the
earth using stones that became humans. These stones represented the "hardness" of mankind and the man life.
This story has been told different ways and in different time periods between Ancient Greek Mythology and
The Bible, although the base of the story remains true. As god of the sky he has the power to hurl lightning
bolts as his weapon of choice. Since lightning is quite powerful and sometimes deadly, it is a bold sign when
lightning strikes because it is known that Zeus most likely threw the bolt.
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The sky, lightning, thunder, and justice Symbols: Thunderbolt, eagle, bull, and the oak tree Parents: Cronus
and Rhea Children: Mount Olympus Roman name: Jupiter Zeus was the king of the Greek gods who lived on
Mount Olympus. He was the god of the sky and thunder. His symbols include the lightning bolt, the eagle, the
bull, and the oak tree. He was married to the goddess Hera. What powers did Zeus have? Zeus was the most
powerful of the Greek gods and had a number of powers. His most famous power is the ability to throw
lightning bolts. His winged horse Pegasus carried his lightning bolts and he trained an eagle to retrieve them.
He could also control the weather causing rain and huge storms. Zeus also had other powers. He could also
shape shift so that he looked like an animal or a person. If people made him angry, sometimes he would turn
them into animals as punishment. He was the youngest, but the most powerful of three brothers. His oldest
brother was Hades who ruled the Underworld. His other brother was Poseidon, god of the sea. He had three
sisters including Hestia, Demeter, and Hera who he married. Children Zeus had a number of children. He also
had some children who were half human and were heroes such as Hercules and Perseus. Other famous
children include the Muses, the Graces, and Helen of Troy. How did Zeus become king of the gods? Zeus was
the sixth child of the Titan gods Cronus and Rhea. When Zeus grew older he wanted to rescue his brothers and
sisters. He got a special potion and disguised himself so that Cronus would not recognize him. When Cronus
drank the potion, he coughed up his five children. Cronus and the Titans were angry. They battled Zeus and
his brothers and sisters for years. Zeus set the giants and Cyclopes of Earth free to help him fight. They gave
the Olympians weapons to fight the Titans. Zeus got thunder and lightning, Poseidon got a powerful trident,
and Hades a helm that made him invisible. The Titans surrendered and Zeus had them locked deep
underground. Mother Earth then became angry with Zeus for locking the Titans underground. The other
Olympians ran and hid, but not Zeus. Zeus fought the Typhon and trapped him under Mount Etna. This is the
legend of how Mount Etna became a volcano. Now Zeus was the most powerful of all the gods. He and his
fellow gods went to live on Mount Olympus. There Zeus married Hera and ruled over the gods and humans.
The Olympics were held each year by the Greeks in honor of Zeus. Zeus originally married the Titan Metis,
but grew worried that she would have a son that was stronger than him. So he swallowed her and married
Hera. He had a powerful shield called the Aegis. Zeus was also the keeper of oaths. He punished those who
lied or made dishonest business deals. Activities Take a ten question quiz about this page. Listen to a recorded
reading of this page: Your browser does not support the audio element. For more about Ancient Greece:
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He was depicted as a regal, mature man with a sturdy figure and dark beard. His usual attributes were a
lightning bolt, a royal sceptre and an eagle. Kronos devoured each of his children as they were born, but Zeus
escaped this fate when his mother spirited him away, handing the Titan a stone substitute wrapped in
swaddling cloth. She served the Titan Kronos a magical draught which caused him to disgorge the young gods
he had devoured. In gratitude the Kyklopes Cyclopes armed him with lightning-bolts and the Hekatonkheires
Hundred-Handed aided him in his assault on the Titanes with volleys of thrown boulders. Kronos and his
allies were eventually defeated and banished to a prison beneath the earth. Zeus devoured the pregnant
goddess Metis when an oracle revealed that her son was destined to replace him as King of the Gods. Their
child, Athena, was subsequently born in his belly and birthed directly from his head. But this union of ever
quarreling sky-god and sky-goddess proved not to be a match made in heaven! Zeus punished this act by
ordering the creation of the first woman, Pandora, and sent her to earth with a vessel full of troubles to plague
mankind. Prometheus himself was arrested and chained to a mountain with an eagle set to torment him. One
virtuous couple, Deukalion and Pyrrha, were spared and afterwards allowed to repopulate the world with the
casting of stones which transformed into men. They laid siege to the heavenly fortress but Zeus laid low their
king and many others with his deadly lightning-bolts. The rest of the gods fled in horror and Zeus himself was
defeated in combat with the monster tearing the sinews from his limbs rendering him helpless. Many other
myths are detailed over the following pages. His other attributes included a royal sceptre, a throne, an eagle, a
miniature Nike winged goddess of victory , and the aigis a goat-skin arm-guard. The god was usually clothed
in a long robe chiton and cloak himation but was sometimes depicted nude. He was often crowned with a
wreath of olive leaves. Below are some examples of his attributes as depicted in ancient Greek art: In myth he
abducted the youth Ganymede in the shape of an eagle and the maiden Europa in the guise of a bull. His
sacred plants were the evergreen holm oak and the olive tree. Kratos and Bia functioned as muscular enforcers
and were tasked with jobs such as the apprehension and imprisonment of the Titan Prometheus. His messenger
was Iris, the winged goddess of the rainbow, who simply relayed messages verbatim and delivered commands
to the other gods. She was attended by their six daughters the Moirai Fates and the Horai Seasons. These
goddesses were collectively responsible for the orderly functioning of the cosmos. Themis was also charged
with summoning all of the gods to assembly in the courtyard of Zeus. Metis, goddess of wisdom, was perhaps
his most unusual attendant. Zeus swallowed her whole to avoid a prophesy and she took up residence in his
belly. The ancient Greeks believed the belly rather than the brain was the seat of thought and emotion, and so
by subsuming her he effectively implanted wise counsel in his mind. The winged Harpyiai Harpies , known as
the "hounds of Zeus", were crude creatures tasked by the god with carrying off or harrassing mortals. COM
This site contains a total of 8 pages describing the god, including general descriptions, mythology, and cult.
The content is outlined in the Index of Zeus Pages left column or below. Zeus married his sister, the
sky-goddess Hera, and they had three children - Ares, Hebe and Eileithyia. His other divine consorts included:
He was also the father of innumerable mortal kings and heroes, the most famous of which were Perseus,
Herakles Heracles , and Helene of Troy. When Zeus and his brothers distributed among themselves the
government of the world by lot, Poseidon obtained the sea, Hades the lower world, and Zeus the heavens and
the upper regions, but the earth became common to all Hom. Later mythologers enumerate three Zeus in their
genealogies two Arcadian ones and one Cretan; and tne first is said to be a son of Aether, the second of
Coelus, and the third of Saturnus Cic. This accounts for the fact that some writers use the name of the king of
heaven who sends dew, rain, snow, thunder, and lightning for heaven itself in its physical sense. According to
the Homeric account Zeus, like the other Olympian gods, dwelt on Mount Olympus in Thessaly, which was
believed to penetrate with its lofty summit into heaven itself Il. He is called the father of gods and men i. He is
the highest ruler, who with his counsel manages every thing i. For the same reason he protects the assembly of
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the people agoraios , the meetings of the council boulaios , and as he presides over the whole state, so also
over every house and family herkeios, Od. He also watched over the sanctity of the oath horkios , the law of
hospitality xenios , and protected suppliants hikesios, Od. He avenged those who were wronged, and punished
those who had committed a crime, for he watched the doings and sufferings of all men epopsios, Od. He was
further the original source of all prophetic power, front whom all prophetic signs and sounds proceeded
panomphaios, Il. Every thing good as well as bad comes from Zeus, and according to his own choice he
assigns their good or evil lot to mortals Od. He is armed with thunder and lightning, and the shaking of his
aegis produces storm and tempest Il. Hera sometimes acts as an independent divinity, she is ambitious and
rebels against her lord, but she is nevertheless inferior to him, and is punished for her opposition Il. During the
Trojan war, Zeus, at the request of Thetis, favoured the Trojans, until Agamemnon made good the wrong he
had done to Achilles. Zeus, no doubt, was originally a god of a portion of nature, whence the oak with its
eatable fruit and the fertile doves were sacred to him at Dodona and in Arcadia hence also rain, storms, and the
seasons were regarded as his work, and hence the Cretan stories of milk, honey, and cornucopia ; but in the
Homeric poems, this primitive character of a personification of certain powers of nature is already effaced to
some extent, and the god appears as a political and national divinity, as the king and father of men, as the
founder and protector of all institutions hallowed by law, custom. Cronos swallowed his children immediately
after their birth, but when Rhea was near giving birth to Zeus, she applied to Uranus and Ge for advice as to
how the child might be saved. Before the hour of birth came, Uranus and Ge sent Rhea to Lyctos in Crete,
requesting her to bring up her child there. Rhea accordingly concealed her infant in a cave of Mount Aegaeon,
and gave to Cronos a stone wrapped up in cloth, which he swallowed in the belief that it was his son.
According to the common account, however, Zeus grew up in Crete. As Rhea is sometimes identified with Ge,
Zeus is also called a son of Ge. In the meantime Cronos by a cunning device of Ge or Metis was made to bring
up the children he had swallowed, and first of all the stone, which was afterwards set up by Zeus at Delphi.
The young god now delivered the Cyclopes from the bonds with which they had been fettered by Cronos, and
they in their gratitude provided him with thunder and lightning. On the advice of Ge. Zeus also liberated the
hundred-armed Gigantes, Briareos, Cottus, and Gyes, that they might assist him in his fight against the Titans.
The Titans were conquered and shut up in Tartarus Theog. Thereupon Tartarus and Ge begot Typhoeus, who
began a fearful struggle with Zeus, but was conquered. Zeus now obtained the dominion of the world, and
chose Metis for his wife. When she was pregnant with Athena, he took the child out of her body and concealed
it in his own, on the advice of Uranus and Ge, who told him that thereby he would retain the supremacy of the
world. For Metis had given birth to a son, this son so fate had ordained it would have acquired the sovereignty.
After this Zeus, by his second wife Themis. Athena was born out of the head of Zeus; while Hera, on the other
hand, gave birth to Hephaestus without the co-operation of Zeus. These twelve Olympian gods, who in some
places were worshipped as a body, as at Athens Thueyd. In surveying the different local traditions about Zeus,
it would seem that originally there were several, at least three, divinities which in their respective countries
were supreme, but which in the course of time became united in the minds of tile people into one great
national divinity. He was brought up there by the nymphs Theisoa, Neda, and Hagno; the first of these gave
her name to an Arcadian town, the second to a river, and the third to a well. Lycaon, a son of Pelasgus, who
built the first and most ancient town of Lycosura, called Zeus Lycaeus, and erected a temple and instituted the
festival of the Lyceia in honour of him; he further offered to him bloody sacrifices, and among others his own
son, in consequence of which he was metamorphosed into a wolf lukos; Paus. No one was allowed to enter the
sanctuary of Zeus Lycaeus on Mount Lycaeon, and there was a belief that, if any one entered it, he died within
twelve months after, and that in it neither human beings nor animals cast a shadow. Those who entered it
intentionally were stoned to death, unless they escaped by flight; and those who had got in by accident were
sent to Eleutherae. On the highest summit of Lycaeon, there was an altar of Zeus, in front of which, towards
the east, there were two pillars bearing golden eagles. The sacrifices offered there were kept secret. At Dodona
Zeus was mainly a prophetic god, and the oak tree was sacred to him ; but there too he was said to have been
reared by if the Dodonaean nymphs Hyades; Schol. Respecting the Dodonaean oracle of Zeus, see Dict. We
have already given the account of him which is contained in the Theogony of Hesiod. He is the god, to whom
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Rhea, concealed from Cronos, gave birth in a cave of mount Dicte, and whom she entrusted to the Curetes and
the nymphs Adrasteia and Ida, the daughters of Melisseus. They fed him with milk of the goat Amaltheia, and
the bees of the mountain provided him with honey. Crete is called the island or nurse of the great Zeus, and his
worship there appears to have been very ancient. Among the places in the island which were particularly
sacred to the god, we must mention the district about mount Ida, especially Cnosus, which was said to have
been built by the Curetes, and where Minos had ruled and conversed with Zeus Hom. The national Hellenic
Zeus, near whose temple at Olympia in Elis, the great national panegyris was celebrated every fifth year.
There too Zeus was regarded as the father and king of gods and men, and as the supreme god of the Hellenic
nation, His statue there was executed by Pheidias, a few years before the outbreak of the Peloponnesian war,
the majestic and sublime idea for this statue having been suggested to the artist by the words of Homer, Il.
According to the traditions of Elis, Cronos was the first ruler of the country, and in the golden age there was a
temple dedicated to him at Olympia. Rhea, it is further said, entrusted the infant Zeus to the Idaean Dactyls,
who were also called Curetes, and had come from mount Ida in Crete to Elis. Heracles, one of them,
contended with his brother Dactyls in a footrace, and adorned the victor with a wreath of olive. In this manner
he is said to have founded the Olympian games, and Zeus to have contended with Cronos for the kingdom of
Elis. The Greek and Latin poets give to Zeus an immense number of epithets and surnames, which are derived
partly from the places where he was worshipped, and partly from his powers and functions. He was
worshipped throughout Greece and her colonies, so that it would be useless and almost impossible to
enumerate all the places. The eagle, the oak, and the summits of mountains were sacred to him, and his
sacrifices generally consisted of goats, bulls and cows. His usual attributes are, the sceptre, eagle, thunderbolt,
and a figure of Victory in his hand, and sometimes also a cornucopia. The Olympian Zeus sometimes wears a
wreath of olive, and the Dodonaean Zeus a wreath of oak leaves. In works of art Zeus is generally represented
as the omnipotent father and king of gods and men, according to the idea which had been embodied in the
statue of the Olympian Zeus by Pheidias. Dictionary of Greek and Roman Biography and Mythology.
Evelyn-White Greek epic C7th to 4th B. I will sing of Zeus, chiefest among the gods and greatest, all-seeing,
the lord of all, the fulfiller who whispers words of wisdom to Themis as she sits leaning towards him. Be
gracious, all-seeing Kronides, most excellent and great! Taylor Greek hymns C3rd B. Hence mother earth gaia
and mountains swelling high proceed from thee, the deep and all within the sky.
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Zeus (/ zj uË• s /; Greek: Î–ÎµÏ•Ï‚, ZeÃºs) is the sky and thunder god in ancient Greek religion, who rules as king of the
gods of Mount www.enganchecubano.com name is cognate with the first element of his Roman equivalent Jupiter.

He is known by many titles: Lord of the Sky, the Cloud- gatherer, the Rain-god and Zeus the Thunderer, all of
which show which force of nature was considered to be the most important in Ancient World - rain. In most
other mythologies the "ruler-god" was usually associated with the sun, but in Greece the climate is hot and dry
making rain the scarce, life-giving force. Zeus was the sixth child born to Cronus and Rhea , Because Cronus ,
ruler of the Titans and the supreme god at the time, was afraid that one of his children would overthrow him,
just like he overthrew his father, Uranus , he swallowed his first five children - Poseidon , Hades , Hera ,
Demeter and Hestia. This, of course, infuriated Rhea and when Zeus was born she tricked Cronus into
swallowing a rock wrapped in blankets. Zeus is more powerful than any other god or even all the other gods
combined. But, unlike many gods in other religions he was neither omnipotent nor omniscient. He could be,
and in fact was, opposed, deceived and tricked by gods and men alike. His power, although great, was not
boundless, Zeus had no control over The Fates and Destiny. Like all Greek divinities, Zeus was subject to
pleasure, pain, grief, and anger, but he was most susceptible to the power of Eros - love, which often got the
objects of his desire in a lot of trouble with his wife, Hera. The representation of Zeus was a most noble one mighty, glorious, awesome and wise, although he did show a certain degree of surprising foolishness and
naiveness when it came to hiding his love affairs. Some historians attribute this less than noble behavior of the
"noblest one of all" to the fact that Zeus was most likely a compilation of many "supreme gods" from different
areas. Aside from the endless affairs Zeus was different from other gods in that he did not participate in the
arguments and the resulting petty scheming that made up the daily activities of other gods. Being this wise
ruler, he also demanded just and righteous action from men. Zeus was however vengeful, as can be seen in
The creation of man by Prometheus , but only rightly so. Zeus had two special attendants, Nike Victoria , the
goddess of victory, and his cup-bearer, Hebe, who was one of his numerous daughters. After Hebe married
Heracles , Ganymede replaced her as the cup-bearer for Zeus. Zeus was the guardian of political order and
peace. The aegis is his breastplate - so glorious and at the same time awful to behold that no human could see
Zeus in all his magnificence and survive. His weapon is, of course the thunderbolt which he hurled at whoever
displeased him. The thunderbolts were fashioned for him the three Cyclopes who also were the deciding
power in the battle with the Titans. His bird is the Eagle, his tree - the Oak. Dodona was his oracle. His will
was revealed by the rustling of oak leaves which was interpreted by his priests. She was brought up by the
Titans Ocean and Tethys , despite the nickname "cow-faced" in some translations - "ox-eyed" which seems to
have stuck with her through the ages, she was very beautiful, in fact she was one of the three contestants in the
Judgment of Paris which led to the Trojan War. In one, and only one, myth is shown as a noble and gracious
protector of heroes and inspirer of heroic deeds, the Quest of the Golden Fleece. Changed himself into an
injured bird, Hera, feeling sorry for it, held it to her breast to warm it, Zeus , taking advantage of the situation
raped her. She then married him to cover her shame. Zeus was anything, but a faithful husband, so Hera, in her
turn was not a loyal wife. Once she even convinced the other gods to join in a revolt against Zeus. Her part
was to drug Zeus , and in this she was successful. The gods then bound the sleeping Zeus to a couch taking
care to tie many strong knots. Briareus overheard the arguments, still full of gratitude to Zeus , he came to his
help and was able to quickly untie the many knots. Zeus sprang from the couch and grabbed his thunderbolt.
As the gods fell to their knees begging and pleading for mercy, he seized Hera and hung her from the sky with
gold chains. She wept in pain all night but, none of the others dared to help her. The weeping kept Zeus up and
the next morning he agreed to release her if she would swear never to go against him. She had little choice but,
to agree. Hera was the goddess of marriage and protector of married women. Her sandals, chariot and throne
were all of pure gold, but that was not uncommon with the gods. Her animal is the cow, the peacock, and
sometimes the cuckoo, her birds. Hera had her own messenger - the fleet- footed Iris rainbow. Argos and
Sparta were her favorite cities. She had no distinguishing featured and can only be identified in artistic
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Zeus was the son of the great god Cronus and great goddess Rhea. Cronus feared his children would want to
overpower him and take his place at www.enganchecubano.coms, therefore he swallowed all of Zeus's siblings, Zeus
hadn't yet been born.

Grant Roman mythographer C2nd A. Megaros , king of Megara. Pausanias, Description of Greece 1. Jones
Greek travelogue C2nd A. Aiakos, king of Aigina. Korinthos, king of Korinthos. Pausanias, Description of
Greece 2. That Korinthos was a son of Zeus I have never known anybody say seriously except the majority of
the Korinthians. Niobe, princess of Argos; 2. Io, princess of Argos; 3. Danae, princess of Argos. Argos, king
of Argos; 3. Perseus, king of Mykenai; 4. Epidauros, king of Epidauros. Aldrich Greek mythographer C2nd A.
Niobe the first mortal woman with whom Zeus had sex bore Zeus a son Argos. Argos got the rule and named
the [region of the] Peloponnesos Argos after himself. She was the first mortal to be embraced by Jupiter
[Zeus]. From her was born Argus, who named the town of Argos after his own name. Argus by Niobe,
daughter of Phoroneus. Her son Epaphos, however, was born in Egypt. Evelyn-White Greek epic C8th or 7th
B. Taygete, Pleiad nymph; 2 - 4. Leda, queen of Sparta; 4. Lakedaimon, king of Sparta; 2 - 3. Poseidon and
Zeus are carrying Taygete, daughter of Atlas, and her sister Alkyone. There are also reliefs of Atlas.
Lacedaemon by Taygete, daughter of Atlas. Boyle Roman poetry C1st B. Maia, Electra, Taygete [lay] with
Jove [Zeus]. Rouse Greek epic C5th A. The father of Helene the Greeks like everybody else hold to be not
Tyndareus but Zeus. Kalyke, Thessalian princess; 2. Aithlios, king of Elis; 2. Endymion, king of Elis. Aethlius
by Protogenia, daughter of Deucalion. He led Aeolians forth from Thessalia and founded Elis. A man of
unrivalled beauty, he was loved by Selene. When he was given a wish of his choice by Zeus, he chose to
remain immortal and unaging in eternal sleep. Krinakos, king of Olenos. Maia, nymph of Mt Kyllene; 2.
Kallisto, princess of Arkadia. Hermes, god of flocks; 2. Arkas, king of Arkadia. Semele, princess of Thebes; 1.
Alkmene, Theban lady; 3 - 4. Antiope, princess of Thebes; 5. Dionysos, god of wine; 2. Herakles, Theban
hero; 3 - 4. Orion, giant prince of Hyria. Rackham Roman rhetorician C1st B. Jupiter [Zeus] then and Lysithoe
were the parents of the Hercules who is recorded to have had a tussle with Apollo about a tripod. Jones Greek
geographer C1st B. Since they were received hospitably by him, they promised him whatever he should ask
for. He asked for children. Mercurius [Hermes] brought out the hide of the bull which Hyrieus had sacrificed
to them; they urinated in it, and buried it in the earth, and from it Orion was born. He had the ability of
running over the waves as if on land. Aristomachus says that there lived a certain Hyrieus at Thebes--Pindar
puts him on the island of Chios - who asked from Jove [Zeus] and Mercurius [Hermes] when they visited him
that he might have a child. To gain his request more readily he sacrificed an ox and put it before them for a
feast. When he had done this, Jove and Mercurius asked him to remove the hide from the ox; then they
urinated in it, and bade him bury the hide in the ground. From this, later on, a child was born whom Hyrieus
called Urion Urine from the happening, though on account of his charm and affability he came to be called
Orion. I should sing the cause of this constellation. Jupiter [Zeus] and his brother who rules the broad sea
[Poseidon] were travelling the road with Mercurius [Hermes]. It was the time when yokes bring back the
upturned plough and stooping lams milk their bursting ewes. By chance an old farmer of a narrow plot,
Hyrieus, spots them, as he stood by his little hut. They take his offer and hide their godhead. Where is she
now, you ask? Sealed in an urn. I gave her an oath, with you as my witness. I want to be, not a husband, but a
father. I am ashamed to speak any further [the three gods urinated on the hide]. Then they blanketed the
sodden spot with soil. It was now ten months, and a boy was born. Hyrieus calls him Urion from his mode of
birth; then the first letter lost its ancient sound. Elare, princess of Orkhomenos. After Zeus had seduced Elare,
in fear of Hera he hid her beneath the earth, where she gave birth to their enormous son Tityos, and led him
forth into the light of day. Arkesios, king of Kephalleneia. Melville Roman epic C1st B. Homer also mentions
that Odysseus was a descendant of Zeus without describing the precise genealogy. Pyrrha, queen of the
Hellenes; 2. Protogeneia, princess of the Hellenes; 2. Kalyke, princess of the Aiolians; 3 - 4. Thyia, princess of
the Hellenes; 5. Pandora, princess of the Hellenes. Hellen, king of the Hellenes; 2. Aithlios, king of Elis; 3.
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Makedon, king of Makedonia, 4. Magnes, king of Magnesia; 5. Graikos, king of the Graikoi. Their kingdom
was centred on the town of Lokrian Opous but encompassed most of central and northern Greece including
Phokis, Lokris, Orkhomenos, Malis, Phthiotis and the lands of Thessalia. Many of the daughters and
granddaughters of the king were loved by Zeus, and went on to found new kingdoms within this large domain.
Hellen by Pyrrha, daughter of Epimetheus. He emigrated from Thessalia, founding the kingdom of Elis in the
Peloponnese. He emigrated to Perrhaibia in the region of Dodona and founded a kingdom. Eurymedousa,
princess of Phthiotis; 2. Myrmidon, king of Phthiotis; 2. Mileteus, lord of Melite. Dia, queen of the Lapithai.
Peirithous, king of the Lapithai.
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Zeus was the last child of the titans Cronus and Rhea, and avoided being swallowed by his father (who had been told
one of his children would overthrow him) when Rhea sought help from Uranus and Ge. Cronus had previously
swallowed Demeter, Hestia, Hera, Hades and Poseidon.

Zeus is king of Mount Olympus, the home of Greek gods, where he rules the world and imposes his will onto
gods and mortals alike. Zeus was the last child of the titans Cronus and Rhea , and avoided being swallowed
by his father who had been told one of his children would overthrow him when Rhea sought help from Uranus
and Ge. Along with Hades and Poseidon, Zeus shared the rule of the world and became king of Olympus as
the children of Cronus were filled with admiration for their noble brother and sided with him against their
unjust father â€” even following Zeus into The Battle of the Titans. Roles and responsibilities of Zeus As the
king of the gods and sitting atop the golden throne on Olympus, Zeus was revered by all. Mortal kings would
boast that they were descendants of Zeus. With this supreme power came a number of roles and
responsibilities. Though he is most well known as god of the sky and thunder, Zeus was the supreme cultural
embodiment of Greek religious beliefs. He had many epithets titles that emphasized different aspects of
complete and wide ranging authority. Zeus Xenios, Philoxenon or Hospites: Zeus was the patron of hospitality
xenia and guests, ready to avenge any wrong done to a stranger. Zeus he was the keeper of oaths. Exposed
liars were made to dedicate a statue to Zeus, often at the sanctuary of Olympia. Zeus watched over business at
the agora and punished dishonest traders. Zeus Aegiduchos or Aegiochos: Zeus was the bearer of the Aegis
with which he strikes terror into the impious and his enemies. He was regarded as wise, fair, just, merciful,
and prudent. He was also unpredictable â€” nobody was able to guess the decisions he would make. He was
also easily angered which could be very destructive. He has previously hurled lightning bolts and caused
violent storms that wreaked havoc on earth. He is often described as a strong, imposing man with a regal body
and long, often curly, hair. He usually had a short beard or scruff and carried his trusty thunderbolt at all times.
Facts about Zeus Zeus became the ruler of heaven and earth after a revolt against his father, Kronos. In his
position as king of the gods, Zeus had to play mediator when other the immortals were mad at each other. He
is the father of Athena, who is said to have sprung from his head. She was his favorite child, with whom he
shared the thunderbolt and aegis. Hades and Poseidon were his brothers. His wife Hera was also his sister.
Zeus was not a faithful husband; he was known for having many affairs with mortal women. Zeus fathered
Hercules, the famous Greek hero, by deception. When he did so, he appeared to her in the form of a golden
shower. Zeus, more recently known for causing thunder and lightning, was once a rain-god. He was always
associated with the weather in some form. The Zeus described in Homer was not an extension of nature;
instead, he had a standard of right and wrong that made him more relatable to mankind. Before monarchies
were rendered obsolete, Zeus protected the king and his family. He preferred the Trojans, but he wanted to
stay neutral because Hera preferred the Greeks. She was insufferable when he opposed her openly. His union
with Leto brought forth the twins Apollo and Artemis. When he seduced the Spartan queen Leda, Zeus
transformed himself into a beautiful swan, and two sets of twins were born. When Zeus had an affair with
Mnemosyne, he coupled with her for nine nights. This scenario produced nine daughters, who became known
as the Muses. Zeus punished men by giving them women.
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